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Henry F. Field, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. ObamaCare needs replacing. Instead of universal coverage at lower costs, it leaves
tens of millions uncovered and increasingly greater numbers with skyrocketing premiums and
costs, fewer insurance choices. Its top-down approach means huge bureaucracies and prolix rules
just to try to manage the entire health care field. This approach represents the old progressive
thinking and it has reached a dead end. It lacks economic sense. A new progressive approach
requires melding the old progressive ideals -- universal, affordable, accessible -- with sound
economics. This leads to a bottom-up approach, which empowers the patient, not the bureaucrat.
By ensuring everyone has the means to pay for health care, a market is restarted for services and
products. Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) are an existing way to accomplish this. By law, each HSA
must be tied to coverage for all substantial health risks. These policies are high deductible, and the
HSA is tax-free. This allows people to build resources adequate to their situation. People lacking the
means get government credits or vouchers placed in their HSAs, allowing them to select the
coverage they want and...
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Reviews
This publication might be well worth a read through, and much better than other. It is amongst the most incredible book i actually have read through. I am
delighted to tell you that here is the finest book i actually have read through inside my own life and could be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Ar a cely Hickle
Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor Lowe IV
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